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Our dedicated ECODesign4EU partners
gathered on 21-22 November 2022 in
Virginia, Cavan, Ireland, pushing forward
our mission to sculpt a European ECVET
Curriculum centered on Ecodesign for the
sustainable growth of Cultural and Creative
Industries. Significant decisions were made,
laying out a clear roadmap for the
completion of our much-anticipated Virtual
Campus and its complementing tools. T

Key Discussions Held at DIMITRA Premises
in Larisa, Greece on 24-25 January, 2023. The
focal point? Finalizing the nuances of the Virtual
Campus and the Mobile Assessment App. With
the foundational elements in place, our
energies are now channeled towards unveiling
the final results and kickstarting the pilot
phase. Keep an eye out for our exciting
updates!

Sustainability Meets Creativity: Ecodesign's Revolutionary
Role in the Creative and Cultural Industries

The realm of Creative and Cultural Industries (CCIs) stands at the cusp of a transformative era, thanks to
the groundbreaking initiatives of the ECOdesign4EU project. Bridging the worlds of sustainability and
artistic expression, the project delves deep into the rich tapestry of Ecodesign principles. These principles
are not just theoretical constructs; they are practical tools that can reshape the very foundation of CCIs.

At the heart of this initiative is the belief that sustainability and creativity are not mutually exclusive but can
complement and amplify each other. The ECOdesign4EU project is not just advocating for this synergy but
is actively creating pathways to achieve it. By integrating Ecodesign methodologies into CCIs, the project
envisions a future where art and culture not only reflect our heritage but also our commitment to a
greener planet.
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The ECOdesign4EU project proudly presents its latest milestone achievement:                        
the ECOdesign4EU Virtual Campus. More than just an e-learning platform, this digital hub
represents our commitment to change the way we perceive and impart education in the realm of
Ecodesign.

Designed with a focus on user engagement and knowledge enhancement, the Virtual Campus
offers a diverse range of learning materials. Whether it's the in-depth instructional guides that
pave the way for stronger foundational knowledge or the extensive selection of Vocational Open
Online Courses (VOOC) catering to various facets of Ecodesign, learners are guaranteed a          
rich and immersive experience.

So, for those eager to embark on this transformative journey, the ECOdesign4EU Virtual Campus
is your starting point. Dive in, explore, and let's co-create a sustainable design paradigm for the
future!

Unveiling the ECOdesign4EU Virtual Campus: The Future of
Ecodesign Education
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Access the Virtual Campus through
the project’s website:

https://ecodesign4eu.mcast.edu.mt/


